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So fresh. So clean all night!

PRO B IO, T HE F R I E N D LY FIGH T

The natural solution for
combating house dust
mite and bad bacteria.
Our bedrooms are a habitat that house dust mites and bacteria
have been able to occupy very successfully. Pretty obvious,
because they feed off house dust, skin waste and moisture from
human transpiration.
Unfortunately, anti-bacterials not only fight the bacteria, but
they are also destructive for the positive micro-organisms and
necessary human skin flora. And bacteria adapt themselves
in harsh environments and become resistant to antibacterial
products. Therefore this approach is not recommendable. What
we need is a natural - friendly - fight. Enter PROBIO!
Probio
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WHAT’S I N A NAME

Pro Life. Pro Health.
Pro Sleep. Just Pro.
PROBIO is a game changing treatment for mattress
and bedding fabrics that has been developed to put
an end to unwanted bacteria and allergies caused
by dust mites.

A
FRIENDLY
TREATMENT

Probiotic means ‘for life’, which means that it is a
natural treatment for combating pathogen bacteria
and allergens in mattresses and bedding fabrics,
without being destructive for the positive microorganisms and necessary skin flora.

Probio fights bacteria
without being
destructive for positive
and necessary
organisms.
Probio
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B L E S S YO U!

Probio prevents
allergies, runny nose,
nasal irritation and
asthmatic attacks.

Get rid of
red runny noses.
A dust mite allergy can range from mild to severe.
A mild dust mite allergy may cause an occasional
runny nose, itchy, watery eyes and sneezing. In severe
cases, the condition may become chronic, resulting in
persistent sneezing, cough, congestion, facial pressure
or severe asthma attacks.
PROBIO prevents allergies, runny nose, nasal irritation
and asthmatic attacks. The mode of action: The 100
percent natural ingredients of PROBIO stop the
proliferation of bad bacteria, and prevent unpleasant
body odors promoted by the growth of bacteria.
Probio
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SAFE &
SOUND
THE DOMI NATION EF F ECT

Dominant,
but positive.
How does it work?

BENEFITS
OF PROBIO

Quite simply, the PROBIO mechanism is based on the
concept of using good probiotic bacteria to combat the
bad bacteria in the mattress by removing the food source
of dust mites, making the mattress habitat unsuitable for
the dust mites to grow and to reproduce.

•B
 ad bacteria get less
chance to survive

•N
 eutralizes house

dust mite allergens

The probiotic finish favors the elimination of bad smells
caused by ammonia containing deposits. This makes the
finish extremely interesting on textiles where spills of
urine or biological spills on textiles might occur.

• Reduces bad smells
• It is a biological product
•H
 as no negative effects
on humans

An environmental friendly
solution, composed
of 100% natural
micro-organisms
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E NV IRO N ME N TA LLY SO UND

Hello, it’s sustainable!
PROBIO is not chemical and so it is a fully sustainable
and natural treatment. It is a pure and natural process
that replaces biocidal techniques. It can therefore
be said that it is a natural solution for combating
allergens in textiles.
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• QPS (EFSA): probiotics in Probio are
identified on EFSA’s QPS list
(Qualified Presumption of Safety)

This graph illustrates the assessment of the growth of bad bacteria in the presence of probiotics.
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Probio in a Nutshell
Probio treated textiles contain 99% less bad
bacteria compared to untreated textiles.

Effective against pathogen
bacteria, fungi and house
dust mite allergens

Reduces allergic
effects of house
dust mite allergens

Environmental friendly,
biological product

Reduces the survival
rate of house dust mite

Europe | Italy
Stellini Srl
T +39 0331 072501
info@stellinigroup.com

Europe | Spain
Stellini Iberica
T +34 963 213 340
iberica@stellinigroup.com

Russia
Stellini.RU
T + 7 4932932 969
infoweb@stellinigroup.ru

USA
CT Nassau Tape & Ticking
T +1 336 570 0091
salesmgt@ctnassau.com

South America | Argentina
Jacquard Textile South America
T +54 11 4238-2451
administracion@jacquard-textile.ar

Asia | China
Jacquard Textile Ltd.
T +86 15989 517 319
shine@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | Thailand
Jacquard Textile (Asia) Ltd.
T +66 32 446 864
sales@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | India
Jacquard Fabrics India
+91 98659 35935
mail@jacquardfabrics.in

No negative
effects on humans

More information,
info@stellinigroup.com
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